A study of the interaction of Lamb waves with a circular defect is presented. The Lamb wave mode chosen was the So mode in the low frequency-thickness regime excited by a circular source. A three dimensional Finite Element model was used to simulate the reflection behaviour. Experimental results were also obtained using an array transducer. Circular holes of 50% depth and various diameters were studied. The specular reflection of an incident S 0 wave was predicted and compared with the experiments. The significance of the path lengths, wavelengths and defect sizes on the reflection characteristics were assessed.
INTRODUCTION
The non-destructive testing of materials can be conducted by various techniques, of which ultrasonic waves is one of the most common. Lamb waves are of particular interest for the inspection of large structures. There are a number of reasons for this: they permit the inspection of a line or a 2-dimensional space rather than a single point; they are equally sensitive to different types of flaws on either side of the plate; they propagate over long distances; and they are guided by the structure.
The detection of corrosion in large plate-like structures such as oil tanks and pressure vessels using guided wave array transducers is being investigated at Imperial College. A new technique using Lamb waves to assess rapidly the integrity of a plate has been developed. A transducer unit is placed on the plate which generates and receives Lamb waves in controlled directions; processing the reflected waves allows a map of corrosion anywhere in the plate to be constructed. Work on the transduction and signal processing aspects of this technique has already been reported in another paper at this meeting [1] . This paper is on the scattering aspect of the project, assessing the important challenge of identifying the strength of the reflection of the guided waves from the defects.
Scattering from flaws has generated a considerable amount of research (see for example [2] [3] [4] [5] ). Most of the work has been done on bulk wave problems, for instance internal cracks [2] or inclusions [3] in solid bodies or rough contact between two interfaces Frequency of interest 50kHz-mm) 0 Frequency-thickness product (MHz-mm) 4 FIGURE 1. Lamb waves and SH waves dispersion curves for a steel plate displayed as group velocity versus frequency-thickness product. [4, 5] . However, relatively little work has been done on the scattering of Lamb waves from defects. Some work done by the authors can be found in [6] [7] [8] [9] . Two of these publications [8, 9] by the authors relate on the work project reported here, and were presented at previous QNDE conferences. In the first paper [8] , the interaction of Lamb waves with a throughthickness circular hole was studied. FE predictions compared with experimental results showed that the reflection and scattering of the incident So wave at different monitoring angles around the defect generate a wave field consisting of the SHo mode as well as So. Their magnitude depends on the monitoring angle. The second paper studied the interaction of the So mode with a part-depth circular defect [9] . This showed effects of interactions between the reflections from the near side and the far side of the hole, as well as "creeping waves" which propagate around the hole. In these two papers, So was excited along one end of the plate, matching the behaviour of a plane wave. In the present paper, the authors are interested in the behaviour of the specular S 0 mode reflection when the incident wave is excited by a circular source aimed to be more representative of the practical transduction arrangement. This will be studied both numerically and experimentally.
The paper is in four sections. The first section presents the methodology of the study, extending the previous work to examine the interaction of So waves from a circular source with a part-depth circular defect. The second reviews the key results of the previous work. The third presents and discuss the new results, then finally, some brief conculsions are presented. Figure 1 shows the group velocity dispersion curves for Lamb waves and SH waves in a steel plate and figure 2 shows stress and displacement mode shapes through the plate at a frequency-thickness product of 750kHz-mm. These dispersion curves and mode shapes were calculated using the Disperse code [10] . The selection of the low frequency mode So is attractive because in the frequency range used, below the AI cut-off frequency, its displacements and stresses are mainly in-plane. It is almost non-dispersive, it has a high group velocity, it is equally sensitive to defects at any depth in the plate and, if the plate is immersed in a fluid medium, the attenuation due to leakage is very small. Within the same frequency range, A 0 and SH 0 can also be present. SH 0 waves are horizontally polarized, symmetric and their particle motion is parallel to the plate surfaces. The stress and displacement fields of A 0 have in-plane and out-of-plane components, and as a result they display the characteristics of flexural behaviour. 
METHODOLOGY

Frequency Range of Interest
FE Model
The simulation of the propagation of Lamb waves has been performed using FINEL [11] , a FE package developed at Imperial College. In order to be able to model all the different wave modes that might be present, three-dimensional solid brick elements with eight nodes, each node having three degrees of freedom (X, Y and Z displacements in Figure 3 ) were used. For this project, plates of interest are between 5 and 20mm thick and it was decided to study a plate of 5mm thickness. 3D FE models are computationally very intensive so it is important to minimise the number of elements. The authors have found [9] that just two elements through the thickness are sufficient to model all 3 different Lamb modes with reasonable accuracy at this low frequency. The two other dimensions of the element (X and Y axes) were of 3mm. A hole of 50% of the plate thickness whose diameter varied between one and 2 wavelengths of So at 150kHz (corresponding to 750kHz-mm) was introduced in the mesh by removing elements. Also to reduce computation time, only half of the plate was modelled, applying symmetry boundary conditions at the symmetric edge.
It is not possible to excite motion at a single point in all the in-plane directions. Thus in order to model a localised source, excitation from the edge of a circular hole was introduced, as shown in Figure 3 . Excitation could have been applied to a circle of nodes, without creating a hole, but in this case there would have been an additional component of the signal caused by waves propagating back through the centre of the circle. Therefore the use of a hole enables a cleaner signal to be simulated. A five cycle S 0 wave input was excited at 150kHz centre frequency by prescribing in-plane displacement radially to the edge of the source circle all through the thickness of the plate and its propagation was simulated in the time domain [8, 9] . Following the interaction of the incident S 0 wave with the defect, S 0 , A 0 and SHo are reflected and scattered. For comparison with the experimental data, the authors are particularly interested in the S 0 specular reflection. Since remotely from the hole only A 0 and S 0 have motion in the Y direction along the plane YZ, by monitoring the in-plane displacement at the centre of the plate thickness only the So mode is monitored. As the A 0 Lamb mode is anti-symmetric, its in-plane displacement at this location is equal to zero. The displacement was monitored starting at 150mm away from the edge of the defect and then every 12mm for 30 locations. 
Experimental Set-Up
A 1m by 1m by 5mm thick aluminum plate was used for experiments. Two defects, 30 and 50mm in diameter and 50% of the plate thickness deep, were machined in the plate as shown in Figure 4 . So was excited by a 5 cycle 150kHz tone burst modified by a Manning window. The testing device [1] uses an array of transduction elements (the overall diameter of the array is 200mm) to excite and detect guided waves. The array elements are electromagnetic acoustic transducers (EMATs) and individually they behave as either point transmitters or receivers with omni-directional sensitivity. The transmission and reception electronics and digitisers are housed in a number of separate boxes and the overall operation is controlled by a computer. Digital post-processing of the data obtained from numerous transmitter receiver pairs enables the system as a whole to achieve directionality and wavelength selectivity.
Conceptually, the operation of the array may be regarded as a number of pulse-echo tests, each looking in a different direction at the surrounding plate. In each of these tests, the array sends out a burst of guided wave energy in a particular direction and detects energy reflected back towards it from the same direction. Reflections occur when the outgoing wave-packet is incident on a feature in the plate such as an edge or a defect. The final output from the array is displayed to the operator as a two-dimensional map of the plate, where a colour scale indicates the amplitude of the reflected signal at each point in the plate. Because the array is of finite size, its directionality is not perfect, and it cannot resolve the angular position of a reflector precisely. Instead, a single reflector produces a characteristic arc shaped signal on the output map as can be seen later in the paper. The array was used along two lines of interest as shown in Figure 4 . More information about this array can be found in these proceedings [1] .
REVIEW OF PREVIOUSLY REPORTED WORK
Two pieces of previously reported work at previous QNDE conferences form a necessary background to the work presented in this paper. In these two works , the incident So wave was excited at one end of the plate by a plane wave.
Initial results of a 2-dimensional Finite Element investigation of scattering from a through-thickness circular hole, were presented at QNDE 2000 [8] . It was shown then that an input So Lamb mode excited as a plane wave at low frequency and interacting with a circular hole, could be modeled using membrane elements, and that the scattered field contains the SHo wave as well as So in proportions dependent on the monitoring angle. Models with different hole sizes were run and each model gave results at different frequencies (and hence wavelengths) in the bandwidth of the excitation. Thus different models yielded the same hole-diameter to wavelength ratio. This was of particular interest, because it meant that reflection coefficients derived from different models could be placed on the same graph and compared (eg. Figure 6 in [8]) .
A second study was carried out on the So specular reflection from part-depth holes and presented at QNDE 2001 [9] . So was excited at low frequency by a 100kHz five cycle tone burst at one end of the plate, again assuming a plane wave source. It was found that the signal decays as a function of one over the square root of distance from the center of the hole; at a given distance away from the hole-center, measured in multiple diameters, all reflection coefficients at a given frequency are approximately the same whatever size the hole is. The results also showed interaction between reflection from the near and far sides of the hole, and the presence of creeping waves which propagates around the hole. Figure 5a shows a typical time history signal monitored at 350mm from the edge of a hole 50mm in diameter and 50% of the plate-thickness in depth when the source excitation is from a 120mm diameter circular source. The side of the source was 960mm away from the side of the defect. The figure shows clean separation of the signals, so allowing reliable extraction of the incident and reflected parts for the measurement of the amplitude of the reflection. The reflected signal is the sum of signals from the near and far edge of the hole, and they can also include creeping waves [9] . In order to see how the reflection function varies with the distance of the receiver from the hole, Finite Element predictions were made at a series of points along the axis. In each case the processing was performed using the time domain amplitudes. Figure 5b shows the Hilbert transform of the signal in Figure 5a . The amplitude of the reflected signal from the hole was measured by taking the peak amplitude of the whole reflection from the hole (grey dot on Figure 5b ). This was repeated for a range of distances from the hole, and for hole diameters varying between one and two wavelengths of So at 150kHz. The amplitude of the incident signal was unity at the edge of the source circle. The results are presented in Figure 6a . As expected, the reflection amplitude increases with hole diameter and decreases with distance from the hole, the decay being inversely proportional to the square root of the propagated distance. Figure 6b shows the same curve but when the distance from the edge of the hole to the monitoring location is normalised to the defect diameter. Unlike in the plane wave predictions [8, 9] , all the curves do not overlay, here we also need to take into account the source diameter and the distance between the source and the defect. Two models were studied in order to confirm the proposed normalisation procedure. The first model had a source diameter of 120mm and the defect was placed at 8 source diameters away (960mm) from the edge of the source circle. A second model had a 60mm diameter source and again the distance between the edge of the source and the defect was 8 source diameters (480mm). The results for two different defect diameters are shown in Figure 7 . The two reflection amplitude curves overlay. This shows that the source can be normalised for all cases by the ratio of its distance from the defect to its diameter. Defect diameters:
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
• 30mm n 60mm 1 Distance to diameter ratio 7 FIGURE 7. Decay function when the distance from the hole is normalised to the diameter of the defect and the distance between the edge of the source and the defect is taken into account. Results shown for a 30mm. Source has unit amplitude, diameter defect (•) and for a 60mm diameter defect (D). Figure 8 shows an example of a map obtained by the plate tester system described earlier in the paper and in detail in [1] . The edges of the plate can be clearly seen as well as the two defects. Only one wave reflected by the 30mm diameter defect is detected, as the near edge and the far edge reflections overlay in time. On the other hand, these two reflections can be seen separately for the 50mm diameter hole. In order to compare FE amplitude results with these experiments, the FE incident wave needs to be scaled to the amplitude of the one from the experiments. In the FE model, the incident wave has unit amplitude at the edge of the source circle. In the experiment, the normalisation is such that the incident wave has unit amplitude at first reflection, this being the near edge of the plate (240mm, see Figure 4 ).
It is interesting to see the nature of the decay, or beam spreading of the outgoing wave from the experimental transducer before it gets to the defect. This is needed to understand if the approximation of decay from a point source is correct. Figure 9 shows a comparison between the FE and the experimental results for the outgoing wave. The dashed line shows the constant amplitude of the plane wave source (unity), the solid line is the amplitude predicted by FE for a point source, and the filled circles are the experimental data. In general, good agreement is found between FE and experiments. It seems, unsurprisingly, that the decay of the incident wave follows the predicted point source decay at distances greater than the reference distance (240mm). Figure 10 shows a comparison between the experimental data (symbols) and the FE results (dashed line: plane wave; solid line: circular source excitation) for the wave reflected from a 30mm diameter defect (Figure lOa) and a 50mm diameter defect ( Figure  lOb) . The symbols representing the experimental data are calculated as follow: the middle point is the root mean square (rms) of 5 values; the upper and lower points are the rms plus or minus one standard deviation, respectively. Again, very good agreement is found between the predictions and the experiments. The same trend as for the incident wave, of point source decay, is observable. There is one experimental point marked a on Figure lib , it is possible that this point results from an experimental error but this needs further investigation. 240 Distance from source (mm) 1000 FIGURE 8. Map of the plate obtained with the plate FIGURE 9. Comparison between experimental and tester device [1] . Scale: 27dB FE results of the decay of the amplitude of the incident wave. Incident wave has unit amplitude at 240mm from centre of source. 
CONCLUSION
Three-dimensional Finite Element studies have been performed in order to investigate the nature of the reflection of the simple extensional mode So, excited by a circular source, from a circular part-depth hole in a plate, and have been compared with experimental results. The work was to develop an understanding of the reflection of the So mode from corrosion defects for applications of a plate tester device. FE model studies have demonstrated that the reflection behaviour for a circular source can be normalised to account for the source diameter, the defect diameter, and the distance between them. Very good agreement was found between FE and experimental results using the prototype plate tester instrument.
